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I could be described as a multitude of things, ranging from sociable, antisocial, interesting, 
exciting, boring. Luckily the positives tend to outweigh the negatives so I am told. (PHEW). 

THE ONE THING that is certainly not in dispute  is Passion. I look for all things in life that give 
me a buzz and give me a shiver down my spine. I was lucky enough to volunteer at the 

Olympics and have just been invited to an interview to volunteer in London next year for the 
World Championships. You may guess I love big social events and sports. I am a part season 

ticket holder at Liverpool FC and make the frequent journey in rush hour to my beloved 
Anfield. 

 
Born in Harrogate, I grew up mainly in Otley and Eldwick, attending Bradford Grammar 

School for the majority of later schooling life before going to university in Wales to study 
Environmental Science and then a PGCE. 

Although I  enjoy singing and am a tenor I have no time for something that I really enjoy 
although I have considered really joining Queensbury Singers at some point if free time 

materialises. 
 

I am lucky enough to have found a job that makes me tick in the council as  communications 
and IT officer having spent the first half dozen years after university searching for my ideal 
career. I did work as a primary school teacher in my younger years but I must add I am not 

saying I am now old, despite the silver hair which started to materialise in my 20's!!! 
 

I continually wish to achieve the most I can from life. Education remains an enormous 
interest in my life and whilst I still toy with an idea of returning to a teaching environment I 

also hope that where ever I end up and progress to I want to have a positive impact in 
people's lives. 

 


